Leaf dry mass per unit leaf area (LMA) is a central trait in ecology, but its anatomical and compositional basis has been unclear. An explicit mathematical and physical framework for quantifying the cell and tissue determinants of LMA will enable tests of their influence on species, communities and ecosystems. We present an approach to explaining LMA from the numbers, dimensions and mass densities of leaf cells and tissues, which provided unprecedented explanatory power for 11 broadleaved woody angiosperm species diverse in LMA (33-262 g m À2 ; R 2 = 0.94; P < 0.001). Across these diverse species, and in a larger comparison of evergreen vs. deciduous angiosperms, high LMA resulted principally from larger cell sizes, greater major vein allocation, greater numbers of mesophyll cell layers and higher cell mass densities. This explicit approach enables relating leaf anatomy and composition to a wide range of processes in physiological, evolutionary, community and macroecology.
INTRODUCTION
A grand challenge in plant ecology is to simplify the diversity of plant structure and ecological specialisation by identifying underlying patterns. One of the best recognised is the 'leaf economic spectrum' (LES). Central to the LES is leaf lamina dry mass per unit leaf area (LMA), which is negatively related across diverse species to photosynthetic and respiration rates and leaf nitrogen concentration per unit leaf mass and positively related to leaf lifespan (Small 1972; Reich et al. 1997; Wright et al. 2004) . Although LES relationships may be weak in given species sets (Funk & Cornwell 2013; Mason & Donovan 2015; Grubb 2016) , across diverse species a high LMA is typical for slow growing or stress tolerant species and low LMA for rapidly growing species (Poorter & Van der Werf 1998; Wright et al. 2004; Adler et al. 2014; Reich 2014; Diaz et al. 2016; Kunstler et al. 2016) . LMA holds an importance in plant ecology similar to that of body size in animal ecology (Reich 2001; Westoby et al. 2002) . A quantitative framework resolving the structural and compositional basis for LMA would contribute strongly to the ability to resolve the role of cell and tissue-level traits in driving ecological processes across scales (e.g. Niinemets 2001; Blonder et al. 2011; Herben et al. 2012; Villar et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015) as well as understanding how genetic and developmental processes constrain trait variation across species Mason & Donovan 2015) .
Many studies have related LMA to gross leaf structure, i.e. to leaf area (LA) and mass (LM), given that LMA = LM/LA, or to leaf thickness (LT) and dry mass density (LD, i.e. dry mass per hydrated volume), given that LMA = LT 9 LD (Witkowski & Lamont 1991; Shipley 1995; Niinemets 1999; Poorter et al. 2009 ). Gross leaf structure can influence other leaf biomechanics and ecological processes such as decomposition rates (Cornelissen & Thompson 1997; Cornwell et al. 2008; Onoda et al. 2011) . However, it is not possible to infer how anatomy and composition determine LMA from these gross structural variables because given anatomical traits can have contradictory impacts on LA and LM, or on LT and LD (Niinemets 1999) . A more detailed approach is necessary to understand the influence of cell and tissue traits on LMA and thereby potentially on higher level ecological processes. Previous studies provided important insights into species variation in LMA by partitioning the volume and mass by air, water and solid fractions (Roderick et al. 1999a,b; Sack et al. 2003) , or by analysing correlations of LMA with given anatomical variables (Table 1) . Published hypotheses and models posit that high LMA for a given species is driven by smaller cells (Shipley et al. 2006; Villar et al. 2013) or larger cells (Pyankov et al. 1999) ; by low airspace fraction (Roderick et al. 1999b; Sack et al. 2003) ; or by high or low vein length per unit area (vein density) (Blonder et al. 2011 ). These hypotheses have not been consistently supported in tests across diverse sets of species (Table 1) , highlighting a critical need for an explicit framework for resolving the underlying basis for LMA. Table 1 Studies of correlations of leaf mass per area (LMA) with anatomy across species, emphasising the contrasting results, and the mismatch of correlation with the causal influences shown by sensitivity analyses using the EXACT equations (Box 1; Fig. 2c We developed an approach to explain LMA from underlying anatomical and compositional determinantsthe volumes and mass densities of cells and tissues. We named this approach in aspirational terms the 'Exhaustive Anatomy and Composition of Tissues (EXACT)' approach ( Fig. 1a-d ; Box 1), as it can be applied with simplifications or elaborated to the finest possible detail. While some previous studies have estimated the contributions of given tissues to LMA by fitting statistical relationships (Poorter et al. 2009; Villar et al. 2013) or drawn inferences from models that included few traits (Shipley et al. 2006; Blonder et al. 2011) , our approach is a radical departure based on fully explicit mathematical and physical relationships. We applied a simplified version of the EXACT approach in six ways: (1) to test the degree that LMA can be explained from cell and tissue anatomy and composition, (2) to compare its performance with that of antecedent models that explained LMA from few traits, (3) to partition the leaf mass and volume into tissues, (4) to establish the anatomical and compositional basis for differences in LMA across species, and (5) across evergreen and deciduous leaf types and (6) to examine the potential for cell anatomy and composition to scale up via LMA to an influence on global leaf economic trait relationships.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Species selection
To test the EXACT approach (Box 1; Fig. 1a-d ) and other models, we made detailed measurements of leaf anatomy and composition for 11 simple-leaved woody angiosperm species selected for morphological, phylogenetic and ecological diversity: Bauhinia galpinii, Camellia sasanqua, Cercocarpus betuloides, Hedera canariensis, Heteromeles arbutifolia, Lantana camara, Magnolia grandiflora, Platanus racemosa, Quercus agrifolia and Raphiolepis indica (Table S2 ). We followed earlier studies focusing on laborious measurements for relatively few species spanning a wide range of values for the study variable (Table 1; Methods S1); this approach can later be applied to larger species sets from broader phylogenetic or life history groups (e.g. gymnosperms, herbs) across different biomes. We sampled plants cultivated in or surrounding the University of California, Los Angeles and at Will Rogers State Park (Quercus agrifolia). Mature, sunexposed leaves were collected from three mature individuals of each species between September 2011 and April 2014. Branches were transported to the laboratory in plastic bags with wet paper towels, recut under water by at least two nodes, and rehydrated overnight with stems underwater and We provide trait symbols, the units in which each trait is typically considered, the units used in the equations and the tissues for which these traits are inputted. Traits featuring a subscript (x) represent tissue specific values. Tissues include upper cuticle (uc), upper epidermis (ue), palisade mesophyll (pa), spongy mesophyll (sp), bundle sheath (bs), bundle sheath extension (bse), lower epidermis (le), lower cuticle (lc), first-, second-and third-order veins (1°, 2°, 3°), minor veins (min), total cuticle (tc) and total veins (v) and volume-weighted average across all non-vascular cells (cell). Note that Table 2 only includes parameters used in the EXACT approach; parameters used in the consideration of alternative models for LMA are not included (see Methods S4 and Table S5 ). , and the NCA of mesophyll tissues (pa) is also a negative function (red arrows) of the vein volume (VPA v ), airspace fraction (AF) and the volumes of bundle sheath (VPA bs ) and bundle sheath extensions (VPA bse ) as these all must be subtracted from the tissue thickness to estimate the cellular volume (CV), (d) Tissue and cell volumes were determined from transverse cross sections, as in this example for Quercus agrifolia; epidermal, palisade mesophyll and spongy mesophyll cells were modelled respectively as cylinders, capsules and spheres. (e) The prediction of LMA using EXACT Eqn 7 based on anatomical traits for 11 diverse woody broadleaf angiosperm species, using only a constant value for q cell for all lamina tissues in all species. The solid line shows regression of empirically determined values for LMA against those calculated using the EXACT approach for individual leaves then averaged by species (slope = 1.09 AE 0.09); dashed line is the 1 : 1 line. ***P < 0.001.
Box 1 Theory and derivation of the Exhaustive Anatomy and Composition of Tissues (EXACT) approach (see Table 2 for summary of symbols and units) LMA for a given leaf can be considered as the sum of its tissues (Poorter et al. 2009 ), formalised as the sum of the tissue mass of each component tissue x per projected leaf area (TMA x; ):
where subscripts uc, ue, pa, bs, bse, sp, le, lc and v represent, respectively, the upper cuticle, upper epidermis, palisade mesophyll, minor vein bundle sheath, minor vein bundle sheath extensions, spongy mesophyll, lower epidermis, lower cuticle and leaf vein tissue ( Fig. 1a and d ). Just as for the whole leaf, LMA = LT 9 LD (Witkowski & Lamont 1991) , for the non-airspace component of each tissue x,
where q is the dry mass density (i.e. dry mass/hydrated volume) of the non-airspace component, and VPA x the non-airspace volume of the tissue per leaf area. For epidermal and mesophyll tissues, the cellular basis can be further elaborated:
where CV x is the mean cell volume and NCA x the number of cells per projected one-sided surface area of leaf of a given tissue ( Fig. 1b ).Thus, combining eqns 1-3, covered with plastic bags, so that measurements were made for turgid tissues.
Measurement of leaf mass per area and thickness
Leaves were sampled for LMA and anatomical sectioning from the same three individual plants per species, but of necessity different leaves were used. A larger leaf set was used for empirical determination of LMA and a smaller set for anatomical measurements. LMA varies considerably across sun leaves of given species; to estimate LMA for the leaves measured for anatomy, we developed empirical equations relating LMA to thickness for sun leaves of given species 
For the palisade and spongy mesophyll tissues, the NCA can be determined as the total VPA (or tissue thickness), minus the volume per area of airspace, vein, bundle sheath and bundle sheath extension tissue, and divided by CV x (Table S1 ; Fig. 1c ) CV x can be estimated from cross-sectional anatomy. For simplicity, we modelled epidermal cells as cylinders, palisade mesophyll cells as capsules and spongy mesophyll cells as spheres (Nobel 2009; Chatelet et al. 2013 ) ( Fig. 1d ; Table S1 in Supporting Information).Note that the EXACT approach avoids inputting LT and LD directly into the estimation of LMA as the focus of this approach is for scaling from cell and tissue-level traits to LMA. Thus when estimating input traits such as VPA, the EXACT approach uses cell dimensions and numbers of layers (Eqns 2b-2g in Table S1 ), and not tissue thickness values. For the epidermises, and spongy and palisade mesophyll, the total VPA (or thickness) of each tissue x is considered as:
where CH x is the mean cell height and NCL x the number of cell layers, i.e. the number of horizontal rows in the tissue that may be occupied at any point by a cell (or else by airspace) in a transverse cross section of tissue x . Consideration of cell heights and cell layers rather than thickness separates the influence of cells from airspace, enables explicit analyses of the causal influence of cell sizes on LMA, and relates LMA to causal variables with a more transparent relationship to developmental processes, i.e. the differentiation and expansion of cells and tissues. Accurate estimation of the volume per leaf area of veins (VPA v ) requires accounting explicitly for the vein system architecture with its tapering system of vein orders, from the firstorder vein or veins (1 o ) to second-(2 o ) and third-order (3 o ) veins to minor veins. Thus, VPA v is the sum across the number j of vein orders of the product of vein length per area (VLA) and vein cross-sectional area (VA) of the given vein orders:
The EXACT approach can be simplified in many ways, allowing estimation of LMA at the level of complexity permitted by available measurements, with the ability to add greater precision with finer scale measurements. One major issue is that the mass densities of individual cell types are not directly measurable with currently available techniques. A simplified version of the approach enables estimation of LMA based on a single volume-weighted average 'bulk' cell dry mass density across epidermis and mesophyll tissues (q cell ), and a volume-weighted average dry mass density of the upper and lower cuticle (q tc ):
While q cell is not directly measurable, given that the assumptions of the EXACT approach are supported, Eqn 7 can be rearranged to allow q cell to be inferred from measurements of LMA and anatomical variables:
This equation enables estimation of q cell based on measured LMA and anatomy. One may also determine the mathematical sensitivity of LMA to this parameter relative to other measured parameters and indeed, LMA does depend strongly on q cell . However, for testing the EXACT model, we used only a constant across species for q cell , avoiding circularity.
where a and b were fitted parameters for each species (Table S2 ). For 9 of 11 species the ordinary least squares regressions were significant (R 2 = 0.28-0.79, P < 0.001-0.02; n = 14-26) as determined using SMATR (Warton et al. 2006) , and allowed estimation of LMA for the leaves measured for anatomy based on their thickness. For C. diversifolia and R. indica the LMA vs. LT relationship was not significant (R 2 = 0.07À0.12, P = 0.11-0.22; n = 23), and mean LMA values across the sample were used.
Measurements of leaf cross-sectional anatomy
One leaf from each of three individuals per species was fixed in formalin acetic acid-alcohol solution (37% formaldehyde, glacial acetic acid, 95% ethanol and deionised water in a 10:5:50:35 mixture). Transverse cross sections of 1 lm thickness were prepared and imaged to estimate the volumes of cells and tissues (Nobel 2009; Chatelet et al. 2013) . We made measurements of cell and tissue dimensions using ImageJ software (version 1.42q; National Institutes of Health) and determined the traits listed in Table 2 (Methods  S2) . Full elaboration of the calculations and assumptions used for estimating inputs for the equations, and validation of the equations, are presented in Methods S3 and Table S4 .
Measurement of vein traits
We estimated volume per area for first-, second-and thirdorder veins and for minor veins based on vein diameters and lengths per area (VLA). We used previously published vein traits for sun leaves collected from the same individuals for nine of the 11 species (Scoffoni et al. 2011) , assuming that temporal variation in vein traits on an individual plant would be similar to the variation among sun leaves on the same plant at a given sampling time (Uhl & Mosbrugger 1999) . For the remaining two species (Bauhinia galpinii and Raphiolepis indica), we measured vein traits using the same sampling, clearing, staining and measurement protocol for three leaves per species. For one leaf sampled from each of three individuals of each of the 11 species, we estimated midrib dry mass density as a proxy for vein dry mass density (Methods S3). We estimated midrib volume by modelling the midrib as a cone with basal diameter measured at the petiole insertion, given that the midrib for many leaves is too small to measure precisely using the displacement method. We obtained midrib dry mass by excising using a scalpel and drying for 72 h at 70°C before weighing (AE 0.01 mg; MS205DU; Mettler Toledo, OH, USA), and determined dry mass density as dry mass/hydrated volume.
Comparison of EXACT approach performance with previous models predicting LMA from anatomy
We compared the EXACT approach with antecedent models that enabled a prediction of LMA on the basis of fewer traits assumed to be primary determinants of LMA, i.e. the ratio of cell wall to cell protoplast volume (Shipley et al. 2006) , or leaf veins (Blonder et al. 2011) . All approaches estimate LMA directly based on inputs of anatomical measurements and constants, without fitted statistical parameters (Methods S4; Table S5 ). The EXACT approach would be expected to predict LMA more accurately as it includes a fully explicit formulation based on cells and tissues.
Tests of anatomical and compositional traits as determinants and correlates of LMA
We tested the influence of anatomical and compositional traits on LMA using three approaches (Methods S5; Tables S6, S7 and S8). The EXACT model for LMA is a mathematical identity, and we applied it to two types of causal analyses. First, we tested the 'intrinsic sensitivity' of LMA to each input variable in the EXACT equations by noting how LMA varied when each variable was changed by 10% of its mean value while holding all other variables at their mean values. Second, given that shifts in multiple traits in concert determine LMA variation across species, we considered how much the observed shifts in given traits actually contribute to realised species differences in LMA by partitioning the contribution of each variable to the difference in LMA (dLMA) between all possible pairwise species combinations (eqns S.8; Buckley & Diaz-Espejo 2015) and calculating the median contribution across these species combinations (Table S7 ). The inferred contributions thus depend entirely on the species-set considered, and we refer to these as 'realised sensitivity'. Third, we compared the intrinsic and realised sensitivity of LMA to individual traits with the observed correlations between LMA and each trait, to test for discrepancies. For example a correlation of LMA with a given trait could arise without reflecting any direct influence of the trait on LMA if that trait were correlated with another strong determinant.
To assess the representativeness of our species in their relationship of LMA to anatomy, we examined the correlations of LMA with individual traits across the published literature for woody and herbaceous plants. We conducted searches using Web of Science (using as keywords 'leaf mass per area', 'LMA', 'anatomy', 'specific leaf area', 'cell size', 'airspace', 'air space', etc.) to compile published data sets featuring measurements of LMA and anatomical traits (Table 1) .
Differences among evergreen and deciduous species
LMA is generally greater in evergreen than deciduous species (Villar & Merino 2001; Gurevitch et al. 2002; Wright et al. 2004) . We used the realised sensitivity analysis described above based on the EXACT equations to clarify the anatomical and compositional basis for this difference (Methods S6). We assembled available comparative anatomical data for evergreen and deciduous species beyond our 11 diverse angiosperms (i.e. total volumes per leaf area of epidermis, mesophyll, vascular sclerenchyma and airspace, and cell sizes), resulting in data for 16 deciduous and 21 evergreen species (Villar et al. 2006 (Villar et al. , 2013  Table S9 ).
Scaling up the influence of anatomical and compositional to the worldwide leaf economics spectrum Using the EXACT equations to determine LMA from anatomical traits, we estimated their potential influence on other leaf economics spectrum (LES) traits and LES relationships using available empirical models for these processes (Supporting Information Discussion).
RESULTS
Quantitative explanation of LMA from cell and tissue-scale measurements
For 11 diverse woody species, we determined LMA and conducted detailed measurements of cross-sectional anatomy, venation architecture and tissue composition. The range of these species' LMA values, 33-262 g m À2 , spanned the 0.9-88th percentile for tree and shrub species in a large global database, Glopnet (LMA = 23-1501 g m À2 ; n = 1700; Wright et al. 2004) . We tested the explanatory power of the EXACT approach by applying Eqn 7 (i.e. the expanded form of eqn 1), to each of the three sampled leaves for each species. For this application, we set the bulk cell dry mass density in the mesophyll and epidermis (q cell ), which could not be measured directly, as the mean value for species from this study and from Villar et al. (2013) , as determined using Eqn 8 (q cell = 0.411 g cm À3 ). Eqn 7 explained LMA with high accuracy and precision (R 2 =0.94; P < 0.001; n = 11; Fig. 1e ).
Comparison of explanatory power of the EXACT approach with that of previous models
We compared the power of the EXACT approach, using a mean q cell across all species, with that of the three previously published models that explained LMA on the basis of fewer anatomical inputs, applied to the 11 species (Results S2; Fig. S2 ; Table S10 ). All tested models made direct predictions from anatomical measurements and assumed constants, without any fitted statistical parameters. As expected, the EXACT approach outperformed previous models, i.e. DAICc = 30-52, with substantially higher R 2 and without predictive bias (i.e. the slope of the line fitted with zero intercept included 1.0 in the 95% confidence intervals; Wagenmakers 2003; Table S9 ). In contrast with the previous models, the EXACT approach had stronger ability to predict LMA than leaf thickness (LT) alone (R 2 = 0.94 vs. R 2 = 0.63; Table S9 ). Even assuming a constant q cell , the EXACT approach predicted not only LMA (Eqn 7; Fig. 1e ), but LT (eqn 5 in Table S3 ; Fig. S3a ; R 2 = 0.98; P < 0.001) and LD (Eqn 6 in Table S3 ; Fig. S3b ; R 2 = 0.58; P = 0.04).
Partitioning the leaf volume and mass by tissues
The EXACT approach allowed decomposition of the leaf volume and mass by tissues and supported the predominant role in determining leaf volume of mesophyll cells and airspace (comprising c. 50%), followed by major veins and epidermis (c. 30%), and a far lesser role of bundle sheath, bundle sheath extensions, cuticle and minor veins ( Fig. 2a ; Table S11 ).
Under our simplifying assumptions (e.g. a constant q cell for all species), the leaf mass was predominantly determined by the mesophyll cells and major veins (c. 60%), followed by epidermis and cuticle (c. 30%), with a far lesser role of bundle sheath, bundle sheath extensions, and minor veins ( Fig. 2b ; Table S11 ).
Resolving the anatomical and compositional basis for species differences in LMA The EXACT equations allowed analysis of the anatomical and compositional determinants of species differences in LMA. The important intrinsic drivers of LMA, i.e. those for which an increase in 10% caused > 2% increase in LMA, with all other traits being held constant at their mean values for our species set, were q cell and the numbers of spongy and palisade mesophyll cell layers ( Fig. 2c ; Table S6 ). When we analysed the shifts in LMA resulting from increasing cell sizes simultaneously throughout the mesophyll and epidermis, given their allometric relationships across species ), cell volume too was an important driver of LMA, with a 10% increase in cell size producing a 2.5% increase in LMA (Fig 2c) . By contrast, the other variables, including airspace fraction, cuticle thickness and vein volume per leaf area had relatively negligible intrinsic influences on LMA (Table S6) .
Beyond intrinsic sensitivity, we quantified which factors were important realised determinants of LMA variation among the 11 woody species. Any anatomical trait can potentially drive a large shift in LMA ( Fig. 2d; Table S7 ), but across all combinations of species certain traits had primary importance. The traits accounting for > 5% of the across species variation in LMA were q cell , mesophyll cell layers and volumes, major vein volume per area and the dry mass density of veins.
Correlational analyses were not reliable for indicating the intrinsic or realised sensitivity of LMA to underlying anatomical or compositional variables (Fig 2e; Table S8 ). On the one hand, consistent with our intrinsic sensitivity analysis, LMA was correlated across species with q cell and numbers of cell layers in the spongy mesophyll. On the other hand, LMA was also significantly correlated across species with several traits that were not important intrinsic or realised determinants of LMA, e.g. volume per area of bundle sheath extensions, the number of cell layers in upper epidermis and upper cuticle thickness. Conversely, cell volume was an important intrinsic and realised determinant of LMA yet was not correlated with LMA across our species (Fig. 2c-e ). In previous correlational studies (Table 1) , LMA was likewise sometimes uncorrelated with traits that are strong intrinsic determinants, e.g. the cell size and numbers of cell layers, and LMA was sometimes correlated across species with traits with very low or negligible intrinsic influence on LMA including cuticle thickness and minor vein length per area (Table 1) .
Resolving the anatomical and compositional basis for LMA differences between evergreen and deciduous species
We applied the EXACT equations to clarify the basis for the higher LMA of evergreen than deciduous species (n = 16 and 21 respectively; Table S9 ; Fig. 3a ). The evergreen species were greater in q cell , numbers of cell layers, cell volume and vein and cuticle mass per area ( Fig. 3d-j) . According to our realised sensitivity analysis, the variation in LMA was driven in order of decreasing importance by total number of cell layers (36%), q cell (26%), cell volume (22%) and the mass of major and minor veins (11%) and cuticle (6%) (Fig. 3k) .
Scaling up the influence of anatomical and compositional to the worldwide leaf economics spectrum
Using the EXACT equations we estimated the potential influence of anatomical and compositional traits on other leaf economics spectrum (LES) traits via LMA using available models (Supporting Information Discussion). Variation in anatomical and compositional traits generated LMA values covering 94-100% of the ranges in the global database of photosynthetic and respiration rates and leaf nitrogen concentration per unit leaf mass, and yielded the central trends for the global trait relationships ( Fig. S4a-g) .
DISCUSSION
The EXACT approach provided unprecedented power to explain LMA. Across the 11 diverse woody angiosperm species, LMA was explained with high accuracy (R 2 = 0.94, P < 0.001), even with simplifications such as a constant q cell . Furthermore, the EXACT approach enabled resolution of leaf design principles, analysis of the determination of species variation in LMA by leaf anatomy and composition, and scaling up from diversity in leaf anatomy and composition to global leaf economics relationships.
New ability to partition LMA by mass and volume
Applying the EXACT approach provided quantitative insight into leaf design. Across the 11 diverse woody angiosperm species, 25-47% of the leaf volume and mass were accounted for by the photosynthetic mesophyll (spongy and palisade), and 53-75% by supportive structures, including, in order of importance to mass, epidermis, major veins, cuticle, bundle sheath, bundle sheath extensions and minor veins. The resulting volume and mass partitioning show much similarity (as seen by comparing Fig. 2a and b) , with mesophyll and major veins being the most influential determinants. However, volume and mass partitioning are not entirely the same even given the assumption of a constant lamina cell dry mass Figure 2 Establishing drivers of species differences in LMA. Average partitioning of (a) volume and (b) mass of tissues within leaf lamina of diverse woody angiosperm species, highlighting the substantial allocation to space and mass of the photosynthetic mesophyll, and the small contribution of the minor veins (n = 11 species). Tissues include palisade and spongy mesophyll (PA and SP respectively), bundle sheath (BS), bundle sheath extension (BSE), upper and lower epidermis (UE and LE respectively), total cuticle (TC), major veins (i.e. first, second and third order; V maj ) and minor veins (V min ); airspace fraction (AF) also contributes to volume. See Table S4 for values and Table S11 for species mean values. Panels (c) to (e) show the causative influence of traits on LMA and the correlation of LMA with anatomical and compositional traits (trait symbols as in Table 2 ). (c) intrinsic (mathematical) sensitivity of LMA to each variable; values represent the percent shift in LMA given a 10% shift in each variable, all else held equal; (d) Realised sensitivity of LMA to each variable determined as the median contributions of each parameter to increases in LMA across every pairwise species combination; (e) Pearson correlation coefficients fitted for traits against empirically derived LMA across species; asterisks indicate significance at p < 0.05 for both Spearman and Pearson correlations. In (c) and (d) CV for 'alltissues' represents the sensitivity of LMA to shifting cell volumes across all tissues together; in (e) the all-tissue values represent correlation coefficients of LMA with mean cell size across all tissues. Grey lines show interquartile ranges. Columns in all panels are arranged according to the size of their intrinsic influence on LMA (panel (c)). Bar colour: light green, epidermal anatomical traits; dark green, mesophyll anatomical traits; yellow, vascular anatomical traits; grey, cuticle anatomical traits; white, airspaces; blue, dry mass density; brown, anatomy across lamina tissues. Airspace fraction was the only variable that, when increased, led to a decrease in LMA. density across mesophyll and epidermis. Airspace is the most obvious difference, contributing to volume but not mass, and cuticle, major veins and spongy mesophyll contribute disproportionately to mass relative to their volume.
Higher resolution of the drivers of LMA from underlying anatomical and compositional traits Our sensitivity analyses showed that the strongest drivers for species differences in LMA were q cell , number of cell layers and cell volume ( Fig. 2c and d) .
In its predictive power, the EXACT approach outperformed models that explained LMA from fewer traits, i.e. the vein origin hypothesis (Blonder et al. 2011 ) and cell wall: protoplast volume hypothesis (Shipley et al. 2006) . In practice, the explanatory power of these earlier models was based on the information contained in leaf thickness (LT), which is an input of those models. In contrast, the EXACT approach requires explicit inputs of physical dimensions of cells and tissues and mass densities rather than LT. In testing the EXACT approach alongside other models, simplifying assumptions were used (e.g. a constant q cell across species), and given additional information future applications could gain even greater accuracy.
Our sensitivity analyses showed that q cell , the number of cell layers and cell volume were the most important intrinsic drivers of LMA and the major vein volume per area was an additional strong realised driver of LMA across our 11 species ( Fig. 2c and d) . The finding that large cell size drives greater LMA refutes the hypothesis that small cell size should directly drive a higher LMA. That idea was derived from the assumption that most leaf mass is in cell walls, and thus, smallercelled leaves should have more concentrated mass, but compositional studies show that protoplast components contribute at least equally to leaf mass as cell walls (Villar et al. 2006) . The finding that LMA is not intrinsically sensitive to the minor vein volume or mass per leaf area refutes the hypothesis that across woody dicotyledons LMA is strongly driven by minor vein traits or by total vein length per area (VLA), which is generally approximated by minor vein length per area. The major veins accounted for a significant minority of LMA, highlighting the importance of considering the hierarchy of vein orders in estimating the contribution of veins to LMA across diverse species. While VLA is not a significant mechanistic driver of LMA across woody dicotyledons, and the two traits are typically independent in correlational analyses (Sack et al. , 2014 Li et al. 2015) , VLA can contribute strongly to area-and mass-based water and carbon flux rates (Sack & Frole 2006; Brodribb et al. 2007; Walls 2011; Blonder et al. 2011; Sack et al. , 2014 .
The correlations of LMA with anatomy were only partially consistent with the intrinsic and realised anatomical and compositional determinants, demonstrating the axiom that 'correlation does not imply direct causation', and the importance of an anatomically explicit approach. Indeed, LMA was not correlated across the 11 diverse species with one of its principal intrinsic and realised determinants, cell volume, due to the confounding influence of other factors (Fig. 2c-e ). Furthermore, across species, LMA was correlated with several traits that were not intrinsic or realised determinants of LMA, including cuticle and bundle sheath extension volume per area. These trait correlations with LMA likely reflect co-selection for biomechanical support, mechanical protection and leaf longevity (Onoda et al. 2011; M endez-Alonzo et al. 2013) .
The EXACT approach also clarified how the compositional and anatomical traits that drive LMA relate to leaf thickness (LT) and leaf density (LD). For example the number of cell layers influences LT but not LD, whereas the q cell and AF directly influence LD but not LT. All else Figure 3 (a-j) Comparison of leaf mass per area and its underlying variables for 21 evergreen and 16 deciduous species (symbols as in Table 2 ). Significance shown from one-way ANOVAs: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001; not significant at P < 0.05. Number of cell layers (d) and number of cells per area (i) represent the total across tissues for the entire leaf, whereas cell volume (e) is the mean across tissues. (k) Partitioning the influence of anatomical and compositional traits on the variation in leaf mass per area (LMA) between 21 evergreen and 16 deciduous species with the EXACT model. Airspace fraction was not included in panel (k), given it had a negligible negative influence on LMA. We did not have data to quantify the role of vein protrusion, bundle sheath or bundle sheath extensions for this comparison.
being equal a higher cell volume (CV) would increase LT and LMA, though it would potentially reduce LD marginally by diluting the denser tissues such as vein and cuticle (Table S3 ). These conflicting influences of anatomical traits on LT and LD explain why species sets vary in which is the strongest determinant of LMA: e.g. if species differ strongly in CV with all else similar, then LT will be the strongest driver of high LMA, whereas if species differ strongly in q cell or AF with all else similar, then LD will be the major determinant of LMA.
Differences among evergreen and deciduous species
By applying a simplified version of the EXACT approach we revealed that the higher LMA of evergreen species was principally due to higher NCL, q cell and CV. These findings should be confirmed within lineages in which evergreen-deciduous shifts occurred.
Scaling up the influence of anatomical and composition to the worldwide leaf economics spectrum
We tested the degree that underlying anatomical and compositional traits can scale up via LMA to play a role in leaf economic spectrum (LES) relationships. Across species, LMA tends to be negatively correlated with nitrogen concentration per mass (N mass ), light-saturated photosynthetic rate per mass (A mass ) and respiration rate per mass (R mass ), and positively related to leaf lifespan (LL) (Small 1972; Reich et al. 1997; Wright et al. 2004) . Applying the EXACT equations to anatomical and compositional traits and applying models for estimating other LES variables from LMA we arrived at values that spanned 94-100% of the range for A mass , N mass , R mass and LL in a global database, and recapitulated the central trend for the global LES relationships (Supporting Information Discussion; Fig.  S4a-g) . Anatomical and compositional traits may also have direct influence on the other LES traits independently of LMA. Notably, in many species sets, the LES relationships can be weak, as higher A mass , N mass and LL can be achieved at a given LMA for various mechanistic reasons ( Fig. S4; Grubb 2016) . Use of the EXACT approach to LMA with analogous future extensions of this approach to the anatomical and compositional basis for other LES variables (e.g. Tosens et al. 2012; Tom as et al. 2013) will elucidate the network of traits that mechanistically determine LES relationships, and the departure from these relationships in given species and clades.
Additional applications of the EXACT approach
The EXACT approach can be extended to a range of potential applications, including:
1 The anatomical and compositional sources of LMA variation across ecological and evolutionary contexts. The EXACT approach can be applied to determine the cell and tissue-level drivers of LMA variation among species within and among communities, within given evolutionary lineages, or possessing contrasting leaf types. These analyses can resolve the sources of plastic variation in LMA among leaves within canopies, or populations of a species across habitats (e.g. sun vs. shade), or for crop varieties developed for greater productivity or stress tolerance. In some comparisons, LMA variation may be strongly driven by features not found important across our sample of species. For example in grasses or conifer needles, the importance of major vein mass would be greater than in dicotyledonous leaves. Furthermore, within sets of leaves that are similar in many traits, e.g. among genotypes of a species, LMA differences might be more strongly determined by traits considered here to be minor, such as cuticle thickness. 2 The estimation of bulk lamina cell dry mass density (q cell ) as a potential key ecological trait. The application of eqn 8 to estimate q cell from LMA and anatomical measurements will enable the testing of the relationship of this trait to cell wall thickness and composition, structural and nonstructural carbon, and osmotic concentration, properties with key roles in determining plant ecological processes such as herbivore resistance and drought tolerance (Niinemets 2001; Hanley et al. 2007; Hallik et al. 2009 ). 3 The role of additional features in determining LMA. The formulation of the EXACT approach described here focused on features that contribute importantly to LMA to achieve both parsimony and accuracy (Gauch 2003) . When LMA depends strongly on additional features, these can be added to the EXACT approach. For example in some populations of Californian Encelia farinosa or Hawaiian tree Metrosideros polymorpha, trichome mass per area accounts for up to 60% of LMA (Ehleringer & Cook 1984; Hoof et al. 2008; Tsujii et al. 2016) . The approach could also be expanded to include the rachis of compound leaves (cf. Niinemets et al. 2006 ). Furthermore, given traits can be further partitioned. When data are available, it will also be essential to include the mass densities of individual lamina tissues rather than bulk q cell , which would further improve the predictive power of the approach. In addition, one might consider the cell wall separately from the protoplast, and analyse their mass densities in terms of their chemical constituents, e.g. carbohydrates, proteins, lignin, minerals, etc. (Villar et al. 2006) . refine and test the effects of such constraints. For instance one might test the effect of keeping leaf thickness constant to reflect selection to maintain effective light absorption while varying cell size; given that constraint, the number of cell layers will shift to counteract cell size, and there would arise little overall relationship between cell size and LMA across species (Pyankov et al. 1999) . With the EXACT model, simulations of such hypotheses can be applied to generate and test explicit predictions.
Extending this explicit quantitative framework to a wide array of species, considering additional anatomical, compositional, biochemical and physiological traits, and relating these underlying variables to a wider set of upper level traits will contribute to next-generation understanding for scaling from leaf diversity to function and to ecological diversification worldwide.
